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Abstract

Crystallographic orientation data from pure albite domains in a low-grade sheared metagabbro from the Combin Zone of the western

Italian Alps were measured by electron backscatter diffraction. Crystallographic preferred orientations (CPOs) in four high-strain domains

are non-random and have a triclinic symmetry. The clusters of [100], [010] and [001] show an angular relationship that corresponds to that of

the albite crystal lattice. However, the orientations of axis clusters to the kinematic axes vary from domain to domain. CPOs from a low-strain

domain also show clustered axes with triclinic symmetry, but with more intense clustering than those in the high-strain domains. Grain

misorientation distributions are presented both for the low-strain domain and one of the high-strain domains. In the high-strain domain, the

distribution of misorientation angles between neighbouring grains displays a peak at about 708. The equivalent distribution in the low-strain

domain has a peak at 308. For both domains, the misorientation axis distributions, between neighbouring and non-neighbouring grains, are

random, except for some of axes with 160±1808 misorientation that exhibit a slight concentration around [010]. The diversity of CPOs among

the domains suggests that these CPOs could not be produced by dislocation creep. They are likely to have been inherited from plagioclase

parents, as a result of host control on the nucleation of the new albite grains. These CPOs do not contain any direct information about the

deformation kinematics. We interpret that deformation of these domains occurred by granular ¯ow. Crystallographic axis dispersion due to

grain boundary sliding (GBS) caused weakening of CPOs, modi®cation of misorientation angle distributions and randomisation of misor-

ientation axis distributions. The fact that a CPO can survive GBS even after a high strain indicates that CPO is not always a sensitive indicator

of deformation mechanisms. Misorientation distribution may provide a complementary, and possibly a more sensitive indicator of deforma-

tion mechanisms. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.

1. Introduction

Crystallographic preferred orientations (CPOs) of shear

zone rocks contain important information about defor-

mation kinematics in terms of strain, strain symmetry and

deformation mechanisms (e.g. Schmid and Casey,

1986). CPOs are used to constrain active slip systems,

where rocks have deformed by intracrystalline plasti-

city (op cit.). Unfortunately, CPOs from naturally

deformed rocks cannot, in many cases, be interpreted

unambiguously. The reason is our lack of understanding

of the physical processes of texture formation (Wenk

and Christie, 1991). Numerical modelling has proven

to be a useful tool (Lister et al., 1978; Jessell, 1988;

Wenk et al., 1989; Casey and McGrew, 1999), and

studying CPO in experimentally and naturally deformed

samples is an important approach to a better understand-

ing of texture-forming processes (e.g. Gleason et al.,

1993). However, the approach of measuring only the

bulk CPO neglects crucial information about intragrain

and intergrain processes in CPO formation. Electron

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) in scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) enables measurement of the

complete crystallographic orientation of individual

grains for grain sizes down to 1 mm (Prior et al.,

1999). Crystallographic data obtained in this way can

be used to characterise grain boundaries in terms of

their crystallographic misorientation (Lloyd et al.,

1987; Randle, 1992, 1993; Lloyd et al., 1997; Trimby

et al., 1998). Knowledge of grain boundary mis-

orientations may help us to understand texture-forming

processes and deformation mechanisms (Fliervoet et al.,

1997; Fliervoet et al., 1999; Leiss and Barber, 1999).

Prior and Wheeler (1999) measured a CPO from a

high-stain, ®ne-grained pure albite domain in a green-

schist facies albite-rich mylonite. The CPO displayed

triclinic symmetry, and as such could not be easily

related to the symmetry of deformation. Prior and

Wheeler (1999) suggested two explanations that raised
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important questions on CPO-forming mechanisms and

the deformation mechanisms of albite at low grades:

1. the CPO and its symmetry relate to dislocation creep

within a complex strain path, giving rise to a triclinic

fabric. This explanation requires albite to deform by

dislocation creep in the greenschist facies. There is no

evidence that this is possible.

2. the CPO was inherited from a single crystal host, with

grain-boundary sliding causing dispersion from the

host orientation.

Prior and Wheeler (1999) suggest that analysis of a

large portion of the same sample will distinguish these

two possibilities. Consistent CPO across large parts of

the sample would support the ®rst hypothesis, while

inconsistent CPOs in different parts of the sample

would support the second hypothesis. In this paper, we

conduct this test using a second thin section from the

same sample studied by Prior and Wheeler (1999). In

addition, we make a more thorough interpretation of

deformation and CPO forming mechanisms, based upon

crystallographic orientation and misorientation data

obtained using SEM-based crystallographic techniques.

2. Sample description

The studied sample 80207 (®eld 1±24) is a mylonite

derived from a metagabbro protolith. It was collected

from the Combin Zone of the Western Italian Alps, a kilo-

metre-scale greenschist facies shear zone which unroofed

the Piemonte eclogites (Wheeler and Butler, 1993; Reddy et

al., 1999). In hand specimen, compositional bands with

different colours are found to form an interconnected

network surrounding dark green±brown fragments of horn-

blende and augite with grain size varying from 1 to 6 mm. In

three dimensions, these bands de®ne a main mylonitic folia-

tion with an average orientation about 016 188E, on which a

stretching lineation plunging 088 towards 093 is developed.

Angular-shaped fragments of hornblende generally have

asymmetric tails. These asymmetric structures suggest a

non-coaxial strain in the shear zone. On the thin section

scale, the sample shows a very inhomogeneous optical

microstructure consisting of fractured and broken horn-

blende porphyroclasts in a ®ne-grained matrix (Fig. 1).

The matrix is composed of albite, zoisite and tremolite

with rare chlorite. Two kinds of compositional domain are

well developed in the matrix. Pure albite domains (the white

bands in hand specimen) consist of ®ne-grained albite, with

less than 1% zoisite. Polymineralic domains are composed

of a mixture of ®ne-grained zoisite, tremolite and albite. A

narrow transition zone, characterised by a mixture of ®ne-

grained albite and zoisite, is commonly developed between

these two kinds of domain.

The albite is pure An0 with Ca below the detectable limit

of electron microprobe analyses. Zoisite is slightly epidotic

with up to 15% Fe/(Fe 1 Al). According to StuÈnitz (1993),

who carried out a detailed microstructural and geochemical

study on a sheared gabbro sample located just 1 km away

from our sample, both albite and zoisite are derived from

intermediate plagioclase due to retrograde ¯uid±rock reac-

tion. Tremolite is sodic, but more aluminous with proximity

to the hornblende porphyroclasts. Optical observation

suggests that albite±zoisite±tremolite±chlorite was the

stable assemblage during deformation, giving a greenschist

facies P±T condition (temperature 300±4508C and pressure

less than 900 MPa).

3. EBSD and OC-imaging techniques

The analytical work was carried out on a Philips XL 30

SEM at 20 kV, with a beam current of about 3 nA, a working

distance of about 23 mm and specimen tilt of 708. Orienta-

tion contrast (OC) imaging used two solid-state forescatter

detectors (Prior et al., 1996). The OC images provided maps

of where crystallographic orientations change. EBSD

(Venables and Harland, 1972; Dingley, 1984; Wilkinson

and Hirsch, 1997; Prior et al., 1999) was used to measure

the crystallographic orientation. EBSD patterns were

imaged on a phosphor screen, viewed by a low light SIT

camera and indexed using the software package

CHANNEL1 (Schmidt and Olesen, 1989). The albite

structure-®le, used for indexing, was developed by Prior

and Wheeler (1999) and contains 96 re¯ectors. For each

indexed grain, a simulated pattern was compared manually

to the EBSD pattern to ensure that computer indexing had

calculated the correct orientation. The spatial and angular

resolutions of this technique are about 1 mm and 18,
respectively.

The thin section was polished using diamond paste on a

paper lap followed by chemical±mechanical polishing

using SYTON ¯uid (Lloyd et al., 1987). The sample was

not carbon-coated since this signi®cantly reduces the quality

of EBSD patterns and OC images. The whole specimen

surface, except for the pure albite domains to be measured,

was painted with carbon-paint to minimise charging. By

switching off the beam after each EBSD measurement, a

working time for at least 500 measurements was available

before charging prevented analysis.

4. Domainal CPO

To compare the CPO pattern among different domains,

four high-strain pure albite domains (labelled A, B, C and D

in Fig. 1) were analysed (Domain E, a low-strain domain,

will be discussed later). The selected high-strain domains

have the following characteristics in common.

1. High strain. (a) Domain boundaries are straight and

parallel to the main mylonitic foliation, (b) the length
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Fig. 1. Optical microstructure of the albite-rich mylonite, showing well-developed compositional domains. Crystallographic orientation data were collected

from four high-strain pure albite domains (Domain A, B, C and D) and one low-strain pure albite domain (Domain E) by indexing EBSD patterns. Other parts

of the section are polymineralic domains, comprising zoisite, albite, tremolite and hornblende (Hb) clasts. The squares mark the areas from which forescatter

OC images in Fig. 3 were taken.



to width ratios of domains are greater than 10:1, and (c)

albite grains within each domain are elongated with

aspect ratios up to about 5:1, although not necessarily

with long axes parallel to domain boundaries.

2. Similar kinematic conditions. The domains are, in close

proximity, enclosed within a width of about 2 mm in the

same thin section. This suggests that all domains were

deformed under similar kinematic conditions even

though they could have enjoyed different strains due to

strain heterogeneity at microscopic scale.

3. Different parents. Domain A and Domain D are spatially

separated from Domain B and Domain C by polyminera-

lic domains of ®ne-grained zoisite, albite and tremolite

(Fig. 1). It is, therefore, expected that these domains were

derived from different parent plagioclase clasts. Although

Domain B and Domain C are directly adjacent, they are

quite different in grain size and shape and therefore can be

treated as two different domains. If the albite deformed by

dislocation creep, it is expected that CPO patterns from

each domain should be comparable, even though CPO

intensity may vary as a result of variations in strain magni-

tude among the domains. It is also expected that the

symmetry of the pattern should be coincident with the

symmetry of the kinematic framework (Paterson and

Weiss, 1961).

To obtain bulk CPOs from each domain, data were

collected on a grid, irrespective of imaged grain boundaries.

The spacing of grid measurement was chosen to be just above

the grain size so that a large data set could be collected, whilst

duplicate analyses of single grains were avoided. Depending

on the grain size of individual domains, the grid spacing

ranged between 50 and 100 mm. Generally, up to about 150

grains from an area about 4±6 mm2 were measured in each

domain. Since albite has triclinic symmetry, both lower and

upper hemispheres are required to present the CPO. Orienta-

tion patterns of the principal crystallographic axes ([100],

[010] and [001]) in all four domains are shown in Fig. 2.

Features common to these CPOs and the CPO from a nearby

thin section of the same sample as shown by Prior and

Wheeler (1999), are summarised as follows.

1. Non-random CPOs are obtained from all four domains.

The pole ®gures of all three principal crystallographic

axes are characterised by clusters. There is a slight variation

in the intensity of the CPO between the different domains.

2. The CPOs from each domain show triclinic symmetry.

The maxima of pole ®gures for [100], [010] and [001]

show angular relationships which are close to those of

albite crystal lattice and can therefore be described by

a , b and g , respectively. This may indicate that the

triclinic symmetry of pole patterns express not the

symmetry of strain, but the symmetry of a parent crystal

of plagioclase.

3. With reference to the kinematic axes (X, Y and Z), the

CPOs are different from domain to domain. There is no

unique orientation relationship between the CPOs and

the kinematic axes, which would be expected if the
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Fig. 2. Domainal CPOs from the high-strain pure albite domains A, B, C and D (Fig. 1). Crystallographic directions ([100], [010], [001]) are plotted on the

entire sphere. Up� upper hemisphere, Lo� lower hemisphere. Poles to planes (010)) are plotted on the lower hemisphere. All ®gures are equal area. The

®gure in the bottom right of each box shows the plot of the kinematic axes X, Y and Z, with (±Y) inferring the plot on the upper hemisphere and (1Y) inferring

the plot on the lower hemisphere. X is parallel to the lineation. Z is the pole to foliation.



CPOs resulted from dislocation creep acting on random

initial aggregates under similar kinematic conditions.

The diversity in the CPO among different domains

probably re¯ects the diversity of crystallographic

orientation of parent plagioclase grains in the gabbro

protolith. The orientation patterns of (010), the most

common slip plane for plagioclase (Marshall and

Mclaren, 1977; Olsen and Kohlstedt, 1984; Ji and

Mainprice, 1988; Dornbusch, 1995; Kruse and StuÈnitz,

1999), also vary between domains. No domain shows a

concentration of poles to (010) planes around the pole

to the foliation, as is commonly obtained for plagio-

clase feldspar (Ji and Mainprice, 1988; Dornbusch,

1995; Ji et al., 1988) deformed by dislocation creep.

5. Grain misorientation distribution

The crystallographic misorientation between two crystals
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(Sub-area E1 and Sub-area E2) with different grain structure. Z� Zoisite.



can be described in terms of the misorientation axis and

angle, named axis±angle pairs (Randle, 1992, 1993; Lloyd

et al. 1997; Fliervoet et al., 1999). The misorientation axis is

a crystallographic direction shared by both crystals, around

which two crystal lattices can be brought into perfect

registry after a rotation. The two choices for the axis (1ve

and ±ve directions of the same line) are equally valid and by

convention we plot the one that projects in the hemisphere

chosen for the inverse pole ®gure (IPF). The rotation angle

needed for this operation is de®ned as the misorientation

angle, taken as positive by convention.

There are several ways to present misorientation data

(Day, 1993; Randle, 1993; Lloyd et al. 1997). The simplest

and most straightforward way is to plot the angle data sepa-

rately from the axis data. Two kinds of plot are needed. The

misorientation angle distribution (MAD) is displayed using

a histogram of the frequency of different misorientation

angles among the grain pairs. Misorientation axes are

plotted in an IPF. The misorientation axis distribution

(MXD) is shown in a series of IPFs, where each IPF

shows axes corresponding to a given range of misorientation

angles (Fliervoet, et al., 1999).

Our database for misorientation analyses is the collec-

tion of measurements of crystallographic orientations

obtained by EBSD. These data allow us to perform two

kinds of misorientation analysis. A correlated misorienta-

tion is calculated from two orientation measurements,

either side of a boundary between neighbouring grains.

An uncorrelated misorientation is calculated from the

orientations of grain pairs that are not necessarily in

physical contact (Fliervoet et al., 1999). The data set

size is, in the case of correlated misorientation dis-

tribution, related to the number of measured neighbouring

grain pairs. In the case of uncorrelated misorientation

distribution, all grains might be taken for pairing. In prac-

tice this calculation may take too long, so that a random

subset is picked. In this study, 500 grain pairs are picked

randomly from the orientation database. It is expected that

important information about grain boundaries can be

detected by comparing the correlated and uncorrelated

misorientation distribution (Wheeler et al., in review). In

the following section, we present the results from grain

misorientation analyses performed on two pure albite

domains, representing higher strain and lower strain,

respectively. In this way, it is hoped to gain a better

understanding about the evolution of misorientation distri-

butions with increasing strain.

5.1. High-strain domainÐDomain A

5.1.1. Microstructure and CPO

Domain A (Fig. 1) is separated from adjacent polymi-

neralic domains by straight boundaries. Optical observa-

tion con®rms that albite grains have little detectable

internal structure, such as undulatory extinction or

subgrains. The OC image (Fig. 3a), taken from the

marked area in this domain (see Fig. 1), shows that the

grain size (long axes) of albite varies from 200 mm to

less than 20 mm. Albite grains are strongly elongated

parallel to main mylonitic foliation, with aspect ratios

up to 5:1. The grains have straight boundaries. Only a

few 1208 triple junctions are present, indicating a non-

equilibrium boundary structure. The local CPO (Fig. 4a)

obtained from an area of about 0.5 mm2 is comparable

with the bulk CPO of this domain (Fig. 2a), indicating

that the CPO is homogeneous within the domain and that

the local misorientation distribution is representative of

the whole domain. There is no signi®cant difference

between the CPO of all the grains (Fig. 4a) and that of

grains with size smaller than 25 mm (Fig. 4b).

5.1.2. Grain misorientation distribution

The correlated MAD is non-random, characterised by a
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peak at about 708 and a subpeak at 1808 (Fig. 5a). The

uncorrelated MAD (Fig. 5c) is very similar to the correlated

MAD and statistical comparison of correlated and uncorre-

lated MADs (Wheeler et al., in review) shows no difference

between them. These data suggest that grains are not in¯u-

enced by their neighbours. The frequency of low angle

boundaries (smaller than 208) is quite low. In contrast to

the non-random distribution of misorientation angles,

misorientation axes of both correlated and uncorrelated

grain pairs are fairly random (Fig. 5b, d). The random distri-

bution is also true for most subgroups of misorientation

axes, although misorientation axes with 160±1808 misorien-

tation show a slight concentration around [010] (Fig. 5b, d),

indicating that some boundaries with 1808 misorientation

are close, in orientation, to albite-law twin boundaries.

5.2. Low-strain domainÐDomain E

5.2.1. Microstructure and CPO

Domain E is located near a large hornblende porphyro-

clast (Fig. 1) and is evidently protected by this clast from

large strain. A low strain in this domain is indicated by the

low aspect ratio of the domain. The domain boundaries are

controlled by hornblende clasts, oriented at an angle about

408 to the main mylonitic foliation. Fig. 3b is an OC image

taken from the marked area in this domain (Fig. 1) and can

be divided into two sub-areas according to the micro-

structure. Sub-area E1 (the upper-right part) is composed

of grains with size ranging from 10 to 50 mm, whereas

sub-area E2 (the lower-left part) is dominated by grains

with uniform grain size of about 20 mm. Albite grains in

both sub-areas are characterised by almost equant grain

shapes, forming a mosaic with straight grain boundaries

and well-developed 1208 triple junctions. The OC image

also shows that albite grains are free of subgrains.

The CPOs from both sub-areas are non-random and

show triclinic symmetry (Fig. 6a, b) as displayed in the

CPOs of the high-strain domains (Figs. 2 and 4).

However, the CPO patterns from sub-area E1 and sub-

area E2 are different, suggesting that albite grains in

these sub-areas were also derived from two different

parents. The intensity of the CPOs in the low-strain

domain is clearly higher than that of CPOs in the

high-strain domain (comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 4).

5.2.2. Grain misorientation distribution

The misorientation distributions from both sub-areas are

similar to each other (Fig. 7). The correlated MAD is not
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random and shows a sharp peak at 308 (Fig. 7a, e). This peak

occurs at lower misorientation angles than the main peak in

the MAD of the high-strain domain (Fig. 5a). Bound-

aries with 160±1808 misorientation are not common in

the low-strain domain. The uncorrelated MAD (Fig. 7c,

g) is very similar to the correlated MAD. Both corre-

lated (Fig. 7b, f) and uncorrelated (Fig. 7d, h) mis-

orientation axis distributions are random across a large

range of misorientation angles, with the exception of

160±1808 misorientation axes. Some of the 160±1808
misorientation axes are clustered near the [010], indicat-

ing that many of them are close, in orientation, to albite

law (Smith, 1974) twin boundaries. The misorientation

distribution of all the grains in Fig. 3b is distinctly

different from that of either of the two sub-areas. The

uncorrelated MAD of all grains has a major peak at

1608 and a subpeak at 508 (Fig. 8a). The subpeak is

clearly related to the misorientation relationship inside

each sub-area, whereas the major peak re¯ects the

misorientation relationship between the two sub-areas.

The strong concentration of axes with 160±1808 mis-

orientation around [001] (Fig. 8b) indicates that albite

grains in both sub-areas may be derived from two parts

of a single Carlsbad twinned (Smith, 1974) plagioclase.

6. Discussion

6.1. Texture and deformation mechanism

There are few published measurements of albite CPOs in

the literature and slip systems in albite are not well known.

However, it should be reasonable to expect that albite

possesses similar slip systems to other plagioclases and albite

CPO patterns should be comparable with that of plagioclase

for given deformation conditions. Slip on (010) has been

identi®ed using transmission electron microscopy to be

important in plagioclase in a range of compositions under

amphibolite facies to granulite facies conditions (Marshall

and Mclaren, 1977; Olsen and Kohlstedt, 1984; Ji and Main-

price, 1988; Dornbusch, 1995; Kruse and StuÈnitz, 1999).

The dominance of this slip system in plagioclase is consis-

tent with the fact that plagioclase shows concentrations of

poles to the (010) plane around the pole to the foliation (Ji

and Mainprice, 1988; Dornbusch, 1995; Ji et al., in press).

None of the CPOs presented here has a concentration of

poles to the (010) plane around the pole to foliation. In fact,

the albite CPO patterns are quite different from domain to

domain (Fig. 2) and even in two sub-areas of the same

domain (Fig. 6). Since all selected domains are neighbour-

ing domains and should therefore have been deformed under

similar kinematic and temperature conditions, the diversity

of CPO patterns cannot be explained in terms of kinematics

and active slip systems. Strain partitioning and strain hetero-

geneity on the thin section scale, in naturally deformed

rocks, may result in a variation of CPO with microstructural

location (Garcia Celma, 1982; Goodwin and Williams,

1996; Jiang, 1998). However, in such cases, CPOs from

different domains can still be correlated with the bulk

kinematic symmetry. It is obvious that none of the CPOs

presented here can be correlated to any single bulk

kinematic model, including the kinematic model de®ned

by the shear-zone geometry. The most reasonable interpre-

tation for the diversity of CPOs, corresponding to different

fabric domains, and their deviation from a consistent orien-

tation, relative to the kinematic framework, is that the CPOs

of the pure albite domains were inherited from their parent

plagioclase grain. The parent plagioclase grain controlled

the nucleation and crystallographic orientation of new

albite grains. The diversity in the CPOs re¯ects the

diversity of crystallographic orientations of parent plagio-

clase grains in the gabbro protolith. This explanation does

not rely on whether albite nucleated before (StuÈnitz, 1993)

or during plagioclase deformation, although it does require
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that the plagioclase of one domain had little variation in

orientation prior to transformation. We have no detailed

model as to how exactly albite nucleated and grew, or

how pure albite bands were formed. We speculate that the

original plagioclase was zoned, so that zoisite nucleated in

the Ca-rich parts and may have had dif®culty nucleating

elsewhere.

There are no published data for grain misorientation

distribution of albite in the literature. However, it is useful

to compare our albite misorientation distributions with those
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published for quartz and olivine. Trimby et al. (1998)

studied a quartz mylonite deformed by dislocation creep,

in the greenschist facies. Trimby (1998) studied a quartzite,

deformed experimentally by dislocation creep, in recrystal-

lisation regime III (Hirth and Tullis, 1992). Fliervoet et al.

(1999) studied synthetic olivine aggregates deformed by

dislocation creep. In all these cases of deformation by dis-

location creep, there is a peak (quartz) or subpeak (olivine)

in the MAD, corresponding to low misorientation angles

(0±208). Dislocation creep and associated recovery produce

a large number of low angle grain boundaries (Trimby et al.,

1998). In contrast, olivine deformed experimentally by

diffusion creep (Fliervoet et al., 1999) has random MADs

and MXDs. The MADs from our pure albite domains are not

random, but low angle grain boundaries are uncommon. Not

even a subpeak for low angle boundaries is present either

in the high-strain domain (Fig. 5) or in the low-strain

domain (Fig. 7), suggesting that dislocation creep was not

signi®cant.

CPOs and misorientation distributions from albite

domains are consistent with inheritance of crystallo-

graphic orientations from parent plagioclase clasts in the

gabbro protolith, rather than the results of dislocation

creep. The CPOs are controlled by the parent crystals

and therefore do not contain any direct information

about deformation kinematics and active slip systems.

In the studied sample, dislocation creep is not a dominant

deformation mechanism. Instead, deformation of ®ne-

grained albite aggregates was probably accomplished by

a grain size-sensitive process, such as granular ¯ow

(a combination of grain boundary sliding and diffusion

as de®ned by StuÈnitz, 1993).

6.2. Crystal axes dispersion during granular ¯ow

Prior to deformation, individual domains of ®ne-

grained albite should have had a strong CPO, due to

parent lattice control on the nucleation of new grains.

These initial CPOs will have been modi®ed during subse-

quent deformation by granular ¯ow. The CPO from the

low-strain domain is stronger (Fig. 6) than that from the

high-strain domain (Fig. 4), suggesting that there is a

texture weakening with increasing strain. Grain boundary

sliding (GBS) could result in a progressive dispersion of

crystal axes and weakening of the CPO during deforma-

tion. This idea is supported by the shift of the peak in

the correlated MAD from 308 in the low-strain domain to

708 in the high-strain domain (Figs. 5a and 7a, e). With

the exception of axes corresponding to 160±1808
misorientations (near twin relationships), MXDs are

random in both the low- and high-strain domains. If

each domain were originally one plagioclase grain, with

some twinning, we would expect most boundaries to have

had zero misorientation and an unde®ned misorientation

axis prior to GBS. Even the smallest, random rotations

across these boundaries would give rise to a random

MXD. Prior to GBS, twins would have had boundary

axis±angle pairs de®ned by the twin law. GBS would

cause small, random rotations across these twin bound-

aries, giving rise to incremental deviations away from the

angle±axis pair de®ned by the twin law.

It is emphasised that GBS has caused dispersion of the

CPO, although an initial strong CPO is preserved to high

strain. The MAD is modi®ed by GBS. We speculate that the

MXD of an aggregate of grains, which have the same initial
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orientation, will be randomised very quickly during GBS.

Pre-existing high angle boundaries such as twins may be

preserved as non-random components in the MXD.

6.3. Grain structure modi®cation during granular ¯ow

The high-strain domain shows a microstructure that is

very different from that of the low-strain domain. We ®nd

that grain shape and grain size distribution change with

increasing strain (see Fig. 3). Since dislocation creep is

inferred not to have been the dominant deformation

mechanism and GBS by itself does not cause a change in

the grain shape, it must be diffusion creep which is respon-

sible for the modi®cation of grain shape. GBS cannot

operate in the absence of a boundary transport mechanism

unless strongly dilatational. Diffusion creep is often cited as

a mechanism that accommodates GBS and allows granular

¯ow. The diffusion can also lead to grain elongation and

coarsening although the driving forces for this process are

not yet clear in this case.

7. Conclusion

CPOs of pure albite domains in our sample were not

produced by dislocation creep. Instead, they were inherited

from parent plagioclase grains which control the pattern and

symmetry of CPO of albite. Greenschist facies deformation

of this ®ne-grained albite occurred not by dislocation creep,

but by granular ¯ow.

GBS is responsible for the dispersion of crystal axes,

resulting in a weakening of initially strong CPOs and an

increase in the mean misorientation angle of neighbour-

ing grain pairs. Initial strong CPOs can survive, even

after high strain by GBS. It is therefore emphasised that

the CPO alone may not re¯ect the deformation mechan-

isms clearly. Crystallographic misorientation data are an

equally relevant, and perhaps more sensitive, indicator

of deformation mechanisms.
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